Pace Law School

Ground Zero Dust, Its Mysterious Medical Consequences and the Resulting Epic Ground Zero Litigation

Tuesday, February 25                     6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Pace Law School, Moot Court, Law Library

CLE:  2 Skill Credits

Instructor:
William Groner, Esq., Worby Groner Edelman LLP

Mr. Groner co-managed the firm’s mass tort lawsuit involving 10,000 rescue and recovery workers who became ill from exposure to toxins at Ground Zero, in which he was a principal negotiator and settled for over 800 million dollars.

“Ground Zero Dust, its mysterious Medical Consequences and the Resulting Epic Ground Zero litigation” is a CLE presentation that provides a fascinating look into the unique confluence of law, medicine, science, press and politics surrounding 9/11 and the Ground Zero clean up, and resulting in what has been called the most complex mass tort in history. You will get a glimpse into the unique elements comprising the litigation, including the Power and Jurisdiction of the Federal Courts, the competing arguments of liability and immunity fiercely advocated by the heroic rescue and recovery workers and the city and contractors, respectively who were joined in purpose but not in result, the Power of the Press and the still unknown legacy of the toxic brew created by the tower collapses.

Registration:  General & Alumni $100; PaceBridge - $0; Students - $0